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Club Philosophy

Creating a Culture

“Success is a by-product of development”

By educating the coaches, players, parents in the 
development process of an athlete and the Club’s 
philosophies and the LTPD development guidelines, 
this 
will ensure that everyone is on the same path.  

This environment starts at the grassroots all the way 
to 
the senior and elite player. For this pathway we 
follow 
the LTPD, we create the environment, set the 
standards
and build our programs based on this model. 

Task Oriented Goals

giving the player realistic age appropriate tasks in 
training and games that are attainable and realistic. 
This encourages confidence and inevitably better 
game play.

By implementing a steady gradual development of 
skills and experiences. Encouraging technical, 
psychological and social dimensions relating to the 
game and life.

We will succeed based on our ability to inspire and 
guide players in achieving the highest levels of 
personal and game standards.
We will develop a sense of pride and bonding as a 
unified team



Coaching Philosophy

THE MATCH
The objective of the training session is to prepare players for competition. The game 
shows the tactical, technical, physical and psychosocial development of the player.

FOUR COMPLEMENTARY COMPONENTS
TACTICAL
This component helps the player fit into the team. Our aim is to create clever players, 
capable of adapting to the constantly changing circumstances of the game.
TECHNICAL
All players in the team have to be individually competent and proficient in the most 
important skills for each position. For example, a central midfield player will need 
different techniques and expertise as compared to an outside back.
PHYSICAL
Strong and resilient players will provide a significant advantage to the team. A tired 
player will struggle to think properly and is prone to commit more errors.
PSYCHOSOCIAL
The human being is often affected by his/her emotions. We will train the players to use 
these emotions to their advantage and turn them into strengths and not weaknesses.



Pre-Season
Ball Mastery 

Comfortable with team shape 
Throw in’s, free kicks, set pieces (corners) – all players to rotate through to take these

In-Season
Rotation of players through positions

Attacking and defending shape

Use of game at the end of training to reinforce shape (width and depth)

U9 - U11 Seasonal Plan

SESSION TOPIC U9 U10 U11

1-2 Ball Mastery Dribbling 1v0 Dribbling 1v0 Dribbling 1v0 – 1v1

3-6 Dribbling Dribbling 1v1 Dribbling 1v1 Dribbling 1v1 – 2v2

7-11 Control 2 touch control + pass 2 touch control + pass 2 touch vs. 1 touch control

12-16 Control Control + pass variations Control + pass variations Intro to combination play

17-18 Passing Short passes – accuracy Short pass – mid pass Combination play

19-21 Passing Accuracy and weight Passing into space Passing patterns

22-23 Passing Pass vs. dribble Intro to combination Supporting passes

24-25 Finishing Ball Striking Ball Striking Turning and shooting

26-27 Finishing 1v1 to goal 1v1 to goal + turning Crossing and finishing



U9 - U11 Sample Session



U9 - U11 Sample Session



U9 - U11 Milestones



U9 - U11 Milestones



Pre-Season
Ball Mastery 

Comfortable with team shape 
Throw in’s, free kicks, set pieces (corners) – all players to rotate through to take these

In-Season
Rotation of players through positions

Attacking and defending shape

Use of game at the end of training to reinforce shape (width and depth)

U12 - U13 Seasonal Plan

SESSION TOPIC U9 U10 U11

1-2 Ball Mastery Dribbling 1v0 Dribbling 1v0 Dribbling 1v0 – 1v1

3-6 Dribbling Dribbling 1v1 Dribbling 1v1 Dribbling 1v1 – 2v2

7-11 Control 2 touch control + pass 2 touch control + pass 2 touch vs. 1 touch control

12-16 Control Control + pass variations Control + pass variations Intro to combination play

17-18 Passing Short passes – accuracy Short pass – mid pass Combination play

19-21 Passing Accuracy and weight Passing into space Passing patterns

22-23 Passing Pass vs. dribble Intro to combination Supporting passes

24-25 Finishing Ball Striking Ball Striking Turning and shooting

26-27 Finishing 1v1 to goal 1v1 to goal + turning Crossing and finishing



U12 - U13 Sample Session



U12 - U13 Sample Session



U12 - U13 Milestones



U12 - U13 Milestones



Pre-Season
Ball Mastery 

Comfortable with team shape 
Throw in’s, free kicks, set pieces (corners) – all players to rotate through to take these

In-Season
Rotation of players through positions

Attacking and defending shape

Use of game at the end of training to reinforce shape (width and depth)

SESSION TOPIC U9 U10 U11

1-2 Ball Mastery Dribbling 1v0 Dribbling 1v0 Dribbling 1v0 – 1v1

3-6 Dribbling Dribbling 1v1 Dribbling 1v1 Dribbling 1v1 – 2v2

7-11 Control 2 touch control + pass 2 touch control + pass 2 touch vs. 1 touch control

12-16 Control Control + pass variations Control + pass variations Intro to combination play

17-18 Passing Short passes – accuracy Short pass – mid pass Combination play

19-21 Passing Accuracy and weight Passing into space Passing patterns

22-23 Passing Pass vs. dribble Intro to combination Supporting passes

24-25 Finishing Ball Striking Ball Striking Turning and shooting

26-27 Finishing 1v1 to goal 1v1 to goal + turning Crossing and finishing

U14 - U15 Seasonal Plan



U14 - U15 Sample Session
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U14 - U15 Milestones
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Formations 6v6
The 2-2-1 formation is a good starting point to 

consider for 6-a-side. It’s exactly half of the more 

common 4-4-2 formation that you see in 11-a-side, 

and offers a similar balance.

Pros:

+ Two defenders are assigned, giving a good stable 

defensive base, which the team can build on.

+ The midfielders are able to support the defense, 

whilst also having responsibility to join the attack.

Cons:

– The midfielders need to be able to keep a balance 

between attacking and maintaining a defensive line. 

If they’re split then this could become more like a 2-0-

3, which could result in some chaotic end-to-end 

action.



Formations 6v6
The 2-1-2 Formation creates triangles over the pitch. It teaches 

the midfield player to stay in the middle and support both the 

defenders and the attackers. This formation can create a lot of 

counter attacking opportunities but also can create many 

unbalanced defending scenarios.

Pros:

+ Two players in attack gives the possibility of a good front 

partnership being formed and gives lots of attacking outlets to the 

rest of the team

+ Makes for lots of end-to-end play

+ A decent alternative if you’re trying to accommodate two 

excellent attackers

Cons:

– Playing 2 in attack can be quite risky if neither of those players 

is going to track-back.

– The midfielder is expected to bridge the gap between both 

defense and attack, which could be challenging if he’s 

outnumbered in the middle.

– This will only work with two very good attackers who are able to 

make things happen, and they will need good service.



Formations 9v9 & 11v11
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Formations 9v9
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Formations 9v9
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Formations 11v11
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Formations 11v11

1-5-2-1-2


